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Outskirts Press, 2014. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print
on Demand *****.The day I decide to die, the fragments of life s moments that shine through joy
and sadness, longing and remorse, envy and jealousy, loneliness and love, parades in my mind s
mirror second by second. In this booklet, I will try to paint their reflections in the color of words.
Listen to the moon. It mourns in the silence of the sky, for days buried in the tomb of time. It crawls
into the cavity of its own flesh and finds nothing, only the cold, cruel, clouds of confusion. Tears like
the black river runs onto the rounds of its face. To relive life s bitter and beautiful moments, sadly,
joyfully, the moon circles around itself and circles again. Like a broken mirror, fragments of life s
moments shines through joy, through sadness, through longing, and through remorse, creating a
skyfull of illusions. They now parade in the moon s memory, sadly, joyfully, erotically, second by
second. Courage and determination defeats fear and hesitation. Death arrives by invitation, and I
begin to revisit days of my life.
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Reviews
I actually started reading this publication. It is full of knowledge and wisdom You wont sense monotony at at any time of your respective time (that's what
catalogs are for relating to should you check with me).
-- Vilma B a yer III
This publication will never be e ortless to begin on studying but extremely entertaining to learn. It is probably the most incredible publication i have go
through. I realized this ebook from my i and dad suggested this publication to learn.
-- Austin O 'Connell
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